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ABSTRACT

The culture of fishing communities that has a specific characteristic that is the low-quality residential
environmental conditions needs settlement environment that focuses on the open space area. The aim of
this research is to identify and analyze the physical characteristics of fishing village and the cultural aspects
of the community; to identify as well as analyze the needs level of open space areas in the fishing village, to
analyze the influence factors, and to analyze as well as formulate the culture of the community. The research
method utilizes the combination of qualitative research and quantitative research using phenomenological
approach in the research area: south coast in East Java with. The sampling of the research is the fishing
village in Prigi beach, Trenggalek. The result of this research is expected to develop multidisciplinary study
in environmental science and its sustainability especially in its connection to architectural science on the
fishing community using cultural approach of coastal community on the open space area. The result of this
research can also become the inspiration and the guidance in the attempt to create open space areas in
fisherman’s home environment in the perspective of social, culture, economics, and environment. In addition,
the result of this research can also become one of the matters to decide the right approach for the fisherman
settlement planning as the environmental sustainability efforts.
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Introduction

The Background of the Study

The coastal area, according to Dahuri, et al., (2001),
is the transition between the land and the sea, some
of which settlements area are fishermen. Culture is
the shared symbolic system and the creation of
mind cumulatively. The fisherman culture is the
system of ideas or the cognitive system of fisherman
community that becomes a reference for socio-cul-

tural behavior of individual’s social interaction that
is shaped from the long process of socio-historical
(Kusnadi, 2009). This research examines the aspects
of the culture in coastal community and its correla-
tion towards the existence of open space areas.The
correlation gives meaning to the culture that exists
in coastal community. This research is expected to
give a discourse on drafting the concept of open
space areas that is suitable with the meaning of cul-
ture in that exists in coastal community.
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The Research Questions

The problems that can be formulated in the research
of the open space areas for increasing the environ-
mental quality in fishermen village are:
1. How is the culture of the coastal community in

the fishing settlement in coastal area?
2. How is the correlation of the culture of coastal

community on the open space areas in settle-
ments and what is the meaning of culture for the
community?

The open space planning

According to Ashihara (1983), an open space is a
part of outer space that has a certain limit that has a
function, a purpose, and will of man. The limits are
marked by frame that was mentioned above, our
perspective towards frame itself is positive. Mean-
while, the space outer frame that is unlimited is
called negative space. The outer space, certainly, has
a significant role towards the development of its
community. The existence of the outer space areas
will bring some effects to the community who uti-
lizes it in everyday life. Some of the functions of the
outer space areas are:
1. Social function: the outer space areas are places

tocommunicate, socialize, play, exercise, gain a
lot of fresh air, wait for other activity, become the
limit between building masses, become the con-
nector between one place and another, become a
mean for the research and the education as well
as the counseling for community to build the en-
vironmental awareness.

2. Ecological function: the outer spaces areas func-
tion to soften building architecture, absorb rain-
water, prevent flood, refresh the air, improve the
microclimate by reducing heat and pollution,
maintain and the balance of the ecosystem.

The culture of coastal community

Culture in a community usually has developed
from generation to generation and then survives
and develop itself, reflects the cultural content of the
past that becomes the milestone of today’s life, the
bridge that connects the past and the present life.
Koentjaraningrat (205) divides the universal ele-
ments of culture into seven which are the religious
system;the system and the community organization;
the knowledge system; the language; the art; the liv-
ing livelihood system; and the technology and
equipment system.

The coastal community, as a social identity, has
its own culture that is different from another culture
of community who lives in the mountain, the valley
or the lowland, and the city (Kusnadi, 2009).

Characteristics of the socio-cultural of fishing
community are: having the strong patro-client rela-
tion structure; the high work ethic; the optimization
of self-ability and adaptation; achievement oriented
and competitive; appreciative of expertise, wealth,
and life success, open and expressive; high social
solidarity; a system of division of labor based on
gender (the sea is the men’s area whereas the land is
the women’s area), and consumptive (Kusnadi,
2009).

The culture of coastal community in the
development of coastal zone

The consideration of the culture of coastal commu-
nity in the development of coastal zone accommo-
dates the involvement of local resources, both natu-
ral resources and human resources, in the planning
of the coastal zone development. Therefore, the
foundation of local knowledge becomes one of po-
tentials for the community and all related people in
facing problems and developing the area in order to
achieve welfare and sustainability. The environ-
mental protection and management is conducted by
the local wisdom. The principle of local wisdom
determine that the environmental protection and
management must pay attention to the noble values
that becomes the society’s principle. The law num-
ber 27 of 2007 in article 61 on the management of
coastal zone and small islands states about the local
wisdom in the management of coastal zone which
are:
a. The Government recognizes, respect and pro-

tects the rights of the Indigenous people, Tradi-
tional Community, and Local Wisdom with re-
gard to Coastal Zone and Small Islands which
has been exploited for generations.

b. The recognition of the right of the Indigenous
People, Traditional Community, and Local Wis-
dom as referred to in action (1) is used as a guid-
ance in the sustainable Management of Coastal
Zone and Small Islands.

Research Methods

The research site, the research with the title of The
Concept of Open Space Areas based on the Culture
of Fishing Community, Prigi, trenggalek, East Java
decided the research site through the purposive
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sampling. It was conducted in the south coast re-
gion of East Java that is fishing community, Prigi,
Trenggalek.

The research design, this research utilizes the
phenomenological approach using mixed methods,
concurrent embedded that is a rationalistic model
that combines the qualitative and quantitative re-
search. Based on the case study, the researcher at-
tempts to gain the reality of culture of fishing com-
munity with regard tothe existence of open space
areas. The type of case study is instrumental, the
problems of fisherman household is the instrument
to understand the condition of life in fishing com-
munity.

The data collection, the data collection procedure
utilized in this research are:interview, question-
naire, and observation. The technique utilized in
collecting the data in this research is the survey
method in the form of Likert scale questionnairethat
has gone through the calibration process. Further-
more, the interview with the expert based on the
rapid assessment was also conducted to strengthen
the data. The observation technique using walk-
through interview that is an interview technique
that utilizes the setting spatial completed by behav-
ior map which is written in the photo note was also
conducted. The data consist of primary data and
secondary data.

Method

The analysis method utilized in this research are:
The Multi Dimentional Scaling (MDS) using Rapid
appraisal approach, the development of Rap-fish
method named Rap-Peatsett (Rapid Appraisal Peat
Settlement) (that functions to analyze the level of
sustainability of existing open spaces and to know
the dominant culture of fishing community in the
fishing settlement, Prigi, Trenggalek. The question-
naire and interview are conducted to know the
community’s preferences on the open space areas in
the fishing settlement.

Results and Discussion

Tasikmadu Urban Village

The area of Prigiis the coastal area, lowland and
hilly, that is located inTasikmadu, Watulimo,
Trenggalek, East Java, Indonesia. Tasikmaduhas
population of 12.640, 68.8% of them is fishermen.

The majority ofthe population is Moslem (99%)

dominated by Java ethnis (99.94%). The comer from
Ternate, Buton, and China has a minimum total that
is 0.06%.

The community institution, there is a limited eco-
nomic facilities and infrastructure, an absence of
socio-economic institutions that can build commu-
nities and an absence of integrated coastal area de-
velopment commitment. The strategy starts from
the weakness of the coastal community that focuses
on the goal of empowerment program that focuses
more on the effort to strengthen the position and
function of the socio-economic institutions of coastal
communities to achieve sustainable welfare. The
function and the importance of the socio-economic
institutions in the development of coastal commu-
nity are: the place for managing the aspirations of
the interests of community development; mobilize
all social potential, economy, politics, and culture of
the community so that the collective ability, re-
sources, and he community access is increasing;
strengthen the solidarity and cohesiveness so that
the ability of community mutual cooperation is in-
creasing; enlarge the bargaining position; and foster
community collective responsibility for planned
development. Paguyuban that is the regular meeting
of the fishermen is located in the house of commu-
nity including HNSI (Himpunan Nelayan Seluruh In-
donesia).

Economics institution, the big potential of the sea
is not comparable with the power of exploration of
fishermen. The fishermen can catch fish with small
capital traditionally on average so that the result
obtained is uncertain and even tends to be small.
The income of fishermen once sailing gas to be di-
vided into three: boat owner, fishermen, and boat
operational. The average fishing time of the fisher-
men is at least three hours that starts from 16.00 up
to 19.00 and come back at 21.00 until 07.00 to TPI.
The fishermen usually sail 30-50 mile depending on
the catch. The most catches are in September. The
activity in TPI occurs until morning. There are inter-
actions between middlemen, the owner, the seller of
fish that is directly sold or cooked as pindang. The
fishing activity in a day can occur 2-3 times. The
catch are laying fish, tongkol fish, and teri fish.

Educational institution, there are many pra-
school buildings which are Kindergaten (53.85%)
and Elementary School (53.85%). Meanwhile, the
Junior High School or Senior High School are in the
area of Watulimo.
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The Customary Institution, the local event like
pengajian or prayer is conducted door to door. The
activity of pengajian is most often carried out in the
village meeting hall of Tasikmadu. The cultural
event of Prigi community is Labuh Laut ceremony
that is held on August or selo, the name of the month
in Javanese calendar. Labuh Laut that is called
Larung Sembonyo traditional ceremonial traditions
as a form of gratitude for the fishermen over the
abundant catch of fish. Since 1985, Larung
Sembonyo has been held massively. Larung
Sembonyo becomes the routin agenda of
Trenggalek community. The government of
Trenggalek takes part in the routine implementation
of this event. Larung Sembonyo and many kind of
handover and sesaji or offering is conducted with

intention, hope, an determination to get safety and
get abundant results from the sea and the land. The
tradition remains sustainable now and becomes the
interesting annual agenda.

The open space area/ park, the fishermen live be-
low the poverty line. Many fishermen live in houses
that are very simple even far from decent. Fisher-
men utilized facility from PPN Prigi Trenggalek for
the big event or annual event. There is an area for
the big event or fishermen gathering so that fisher-
men are not confuse when there is a big event.

2. The Characteristic and Cultural Image (Eco-
Spatial Behavior) of the Community in Fishing
Village, Prigi, Trengalek

The majority of the community’s in fishing village,

Fig. 1. The Map of Tasikmadu, Trenggalek
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Prigi, Trenggaleklast educated graduated Junior
High School and Senior High School. Based on the
survey result, the head of the household’s liveli-
hood is fishermen. Meanwhile, the majority of the
wives become housewives and depend on the hus-
band. The local community of fishing village,
Trenggalek does not come from Java but some of
them come from Madura. However, all the people
in fishing village, Trenggalek stay settled.

Based on eco spatial behavior of fishing village
community, Prigi, Trenggalek shows that the score
result is between 80 up to 179 which means the eco-
logical financial behavior of the community is low.
The ecological financial behavior of the community
is normal if the total score is 180 up to 281. The eco-
logical financial behavior of the community is high
if the total score is 282 up to 382. The result is shown
in Fig. 2 below.

functions because it has P-value that less that the
error level in this research is 5%.

4. The Analysis of the Correlation of Culture
(Eco-Spatial Behavior) with Environmental
Conditions in Prigi, Trenggalek

As we know that the variable of behavior appears in
the preservation of environmental functions affects
the environmental condition, the analysis of regres-
sion in order to know how much the behavior ap-
pearing in the preservation of environmental func-
tions affects the environmental condition would be
conducted.

Based on the anova test on the regression analy-
sis, the result shows that the overall regression
model formed is significant which means that there
is 1 significant minimum parameter or regression
coefficient on the shaped model.

Based on the result of regression analysis, ob-
tained the following model:

Environmental Condition = -0.209 + 1.027 Moti-
vation to increase well-being + 0.191 Behavior ap-
pearing in the preservation of environmental func-
tions

The three coefficients in those model are signifi-
cant individually.

R-Square of the regression model is 32.7% which
means the environmental condition is affected by
the variable of Motivation to increase well-being
and the behavior appearing in the preservation of
environmental functions that is 32.7% and the rest is
affected by another variable that cannot be ex-
plained by model.

5. The Analysis of Correlation of Culture (Eco-
Spatial Behavior) with the Existence of Open
Space Area in Prigi, Trenggalek

As we know that the variable of the organiza-
tional awareness is correlated to the existence of the
open space area, the regression analysis to know
how much the behavior appearing in the preserva-
tion of environmental functions affects the existence
of the open space are would be conducted.

Based on the Anova test on the regression analy-
sis, the result shows that the overall regression
model formed is significant which means that there
is 1 significant minimum parameter or regression
coefficient on the shaped model.

Based on the result of the regression analysis,
obtained the model as below:

The existence of open space area = -0.366 - 0.106

Fig. 2. The histogram of total score obtained from the sur-
vey of Eco-Spatial Behavior over the fishing vil-
lage community, Trenggalek

Figure 2 shows that the majority of the commu-
nity has a high total score that is 336. The average
total score is 326,3 which means that the ecological
financial behavior of the community in fishing vil-
lage, Prigi, Trenggalek is high.

3. The Correlation Test of Culture (Eco-Spatial
Behavior) with the Environmental Conditions
and the Existence of the Open Space Areas in
Prigi, Trenggalek

Based on the result of the correlation test, the result
of the data survey of fishing village community in
Prigi, Trenggalek shows that the culture (Eco-spatial
Behavior) related to environmental condition is the
Motivation to increase well-being and the Behavior
appearing in the preservation of environmental
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ANOVAb

Model Sum of df Mean Square F Sig.
Squares

1 Regression 666 2 333 6.558 005a
Residual 1.371 27 051
Total 2.037 29

a. Predictors: (Constant), Perilaku_Nampak_pada_Pelestarian_Fungsi_Lingkungan,
Motivasi_Meningkatkan_Kesejahteraan

b. Dependent Variable: Kondisi_Lingkungan

Coefficientsa

Model Unstandardized Standardized t Sig.
Coefficients Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) -209 247 849 403
Motivasi_Meningkatkan_ 1.027 375 507 2.740 011
Kesejahteraan
Perilaku_Nampak_pada_
Pelestarian_Fungsi_ 191 321 110 595 557
Lingkungan

a. Dependent Variable: Kondisi_Lingkungan

Model Summary

Model R R Adjusted Std. Error of
Squares R Squares the Estimate

572a 327 277 22534

a. Predictors: (Constant), Perilaku_Nampak_pada_Pelestarian_Fungsi_Lingkungan,
Motivasi_Meningkatkan_Kesejahteraan

ANOVAb

Model Sum of df Mean Square F Sig.
Squares

1 Regression 1.232 4 308 11.628 000a

Residual 662 25 026
Total 1,894 29

a. Predictors: (Constant), Kesadaran_Berorganisasi, Meningkatkan_Kesejahteraan, Sikap_Lingkungan,
Sikap_Adaptasi_Mental_dan_Coping_Lingkungan

b Dependent Variable: Keberadaan_Ruang_Terbuka

Environmental care attitude – 0.205 Mental adapta-
tion attitude and environmental coping + 0.732
Motivation to increase well-being + 0.981 Organiza-
tional awareness

The two coefficients of the model are significant
individually.

R-Square from the regression model is 65%
which means the open space areas are affected by
variables of organizational awareness, motivation to

increase well-being, environmental care attitude,
mental adaptation attitude, and environmental cop-
ing that is 65% and the rest is affected by another
variable that cannot be explained in this model.

6. The Concept of Open Space Areas

Spatial planning and culture are closely related. The
concept of open space areas using the study of the
culture of coastal communities is conducted by the
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approach of sustainable development including
some aspects:

Ecological aspect, the open space development in
the fishing village in Prigi, Trenggalek must pay at-
tention to sustainability and environmental carrying
capacity. The wind conditions on the south coast are
difficult to detect since it is in the Indian Ocean so
that the wives are highs, the direction of public open
spaces to stay away from the coastline still tends to
be safe. The open space area must be at least 100
meters from the coastline.

Economic aspects, every open space area devel-
opment activity must be adhered to the principle of
profit oriented, profitable for the developer that in-
cludes related stakeholders. The condition of the
settlement is closer to the land potential area than
the beach. Thus, the open space area is suggested to
be near the land instead of the sea.

Socio-cultural aspects, the development of open
space areas in fishing village in Prigi, Trenggalek is
based on the aspiration and the community’s needs
without violating the applicable rules. The cultural
aspects of the community including the organiza-
tional awareness, motivation to increase well-being,
environmental care attitude, mental adaptation atti-
tude, and environmental coping are good.

Technological aspects, the condition of the
coastal shape is flat curved, the wave direction on
the south coast is centered on the curved mid condi-

Coefficientsa

Model Unstandardized Standardized t Sig.
Coefficients Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) -366 189 -1938 064
Sikap_Peduli_Lingkungan -106 178 -104 -596 557
Sikap_Adaptasi_Mental_dan_
Coping_Lingkungan -205 210 -180 -976 339
Motivasi_Meningkatkan_ 732 235 375 3,110 005
Kesejahteraan
Kesadaran_Berorganisasi 981 219 889 4.478 000

a Dependent Variable: Keberadaan_Ruang_Terbuka

Model Summary

Model R R Adjusted Std. Error of
Squares R Squares the Estimate

1 806a 650 594 16276

a. Predictors: (Constant), Kesadaran_Berorganisasi, Motivasi_Meningkatkan_Kesejahteraan,
Sikap_Pedui_Lingkungan, Sikap_Adaptasi_Mental_dan_Coping_Lingkungan

tion. The larger wave direction at the cone location
will affect the location of the open space areas in
each coastal location. The land characteristic which
is the south coast of Java becomes one of the prob-
lems in this research. Thus, the engineering technol-
ogy that is compatible with the coastal environment
ecosystem is needed.

Conclusion

The development of open space areas in south coast,
Prigi, Trenggalek must be far away from the beach
area since the ecological aspect condition of the
south coast has relatively high waves and current,
and the unstable tides. The concept of open space
areas based on the cultural aspect of the community
that is strived to maintain the local wisdom in the
form of the architecture with the specific character is
expected to give contribution in enhancing the envi-
ronmental quality so that the open space area can be
used optimally.
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